
































































 

 

 

 Islington Council 
Municipal Offices 
Spatial Planning and Transport 
4th Floor, Laycock Wing 
222 Upper Street 
London 
N1 1XR  
 
T 020 7527 [redacted] 
E [redacted]@islington.gov.uk 
W www.islington.gov.uk 
 

Transport for London 
[redacted]  
Operations Director  
Business Support, London Buses, Surface Transport  
10th floor, Zone G8 
Palestra 
197 Blackfriars Road 
London SE1 8NJ  
 
 
15 January 2014 
 
 
Dear [redacted], 
 

Bus service proposal: extension of route 263 to Highbury 
 
It has been brought to my attention that TfL has been reviewing bus operation in the north of Islington, in 
particular to address the lack of bus capacity on Holloway Road.  We are aware of the crowding on buses 
and therefore welcome TfL’s intention to increase the number of bus services along Holloway Road 
between Archway and Highbury Corner.  However, I am writing because I am concerned about the 
proposed solution to this problem. 
 
I understand that TfL is planning to commence public consultation on the extension of bus route 263 from 
the Nag’s Head to Highbury Barn as a solution towards increasing bus capacity along Holloway Road.  We 
believe there is an alternative solution that would bring wider regeneration benefits. 
 
Rather than extending bus route 263 southwards to add an additional bus service that runs along the entire 
length of Holloway Road, we would like to see bus route 277 extended from Highbury Corner to Archway / 
Whittington Hospital instead.  This would have two main benefits.  Firstly, it would remove the need to stand 
buses next to Christchurch adjacent to the historic Clocktower, something I believe will be opposed by local 
residents and ward councillors.   
 
Secondly, the extension of bus route 277 from Highbury Corner to Archway / Whittington Hospital would 
make a significant contribution towards creating a welcoming gateway to the borough and help deliver an 
improved bus-rail interchange, something Islington Council officers have been discussing with TfL officers 
at length as part of the proposals to transform Highbury Corner roundabout.  With a higher train frequency 
on the North London Line and the arrival of the East London Line, Highbury & Islington Station has become 
an increasingly important interchange.  As a result, the area has become extremely busy and pavements 
near the station are overcrowded.  The extension of bus route 277 and associated removal of its bus stand 
at Highbury Corner would allow the full closure of the western arm of the roundabout, where pedestrian 
congestion is the highest, to make way for a new high quality public space outside the station. 
 
I fully understand that bus operating costs are a key consideration in any decision on changing bus routes, 
in particular in today’s financial climate.  However, regeneration benefits must play a key role as well in 
deciding on any changes to bus routes. 



 

 

 
I am aware that some assessments have been undertaken in terms of the proposed alternative solution, but 
that a full extension of bus route 277 to Archway has not yet been considered.  I therefore urge you to hold 
off consulting on the proposed extension of bus route 263 and instead investigate in more detail, and 
discuss with us, the proposed extension of bus route 277. This proposal would deliver increased bus 
capacity on Holloway Road AND make a contribution to the more strategic regeneration and transformation 
of Highbury Corner. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 

 
 
 
 
 
  

 
Councillor Andy Hull 
Executive Member for Finance and Performance (including Transport) 
 
CC [redacted] 

 

 


